CAMINO DE SANTIAGO ITINERARY:
RONCESVALLES-BURGOS
STARTING 2017
** JUNE 13-23
** AUGUST 22-SEPTEMBER 1
TOUR PRICE:
3850 EUROS (double occupancy)
700 EUROS (single supplement)
7221 PYLE ROAD BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20817
Phone: 703-459-4816 E-Mail: contact@authentic-journeys.com

SCHEDULE
Arrival in either Madrid or Barcelona no later than
June 13/August 22
Day 1: JUNE 13 / AUGUST 22
. Arrive in Pamplona
. Group dinner
Day 2: JUNE 14 / AUGUST 23
. Travel by bus from Pamplona to Roncesvalles
. Walking Day 1: RONCESVALLES-LINTZOAIN (8.3 miles walking)
. Group lunch
. Dinner on your own in Pamplona
Day 3: JUNE 15 / AUGUST 24
. Walking Day 2: CIZUR MENOR-MURUZABAL (9 miles walking)
. Group lunch and dinner
Day 4: JUNE 16 / AUGUST 25
. Walking Day 3: ZIRAUKI-ESTELLA (10 miles walking)
. Group lunch
. Dinner on your own
Day 5: JUNE 17 / AUGUST 26
. Walking Day 4: ESTELLA-LOGROÑO (6 miles walking)
. Group lunch and dinner
Day 6: JUNE 18 / AUGUST 27
. A Celebration of Wine: Visit The Vivanco Wine Museum and winery as
well as additional wine tasting.
. Group lunch and dinner

Day 7: JUNE 19 / AUGUST 28
. Walking Day 5: LOGROÑO-NAJERA (10 miles walking)
. Group lunch and dinner
Day 8: JUNE 20 / AUGUST 29
. Walking Day 6: NAJERA-SANTO DOMINGO DE LA CALZADA (12 miles
walking)
. Group lunch and dinner
Day 9: JUNE 21 / AUGUST 30
. Walking Day 7: SANTO DOMINGO DE LA CALZADA – VILLORIA DEL
RIO (12 miles walking)
. Group lunch
. Dinner on your own
Day 10: JUNE 22 / AUGUST 31
. Walking Day 8: BELORADO-AGES (Ending in Burgos, 12 miles
walking)
. Group lunch and dinner
DAY 11: JUNE 23/SEPTEMBER 1 (BURGOS)
. Departure after breakfast

ACCOMMODATIONS
The tour features amazing accommodations including 4 and 5 star hotels,
charming nobility houses and renovated monasteries.

PALACIO DE GUAENDOLAIN (Pamplona)

HOSPEDERIA CHAPITEL (Estella)

HOSPEDERIA HOTEL TREATRISSO, Cuzcurrita
del Rio Tiron (La Rioja)

PARADOR FRANCISCO DE FRESNEDA
(Santo Domingo de la Calzada)

HOTEL AC MARRIOTT BURGOS (Burgos)

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE TOUR


10 nights accommodation



Private bus transportation, support, and luggage transfer
from Pamplona to Burgos



Professional guide



All breakfast, lunch and dinners included, except 3 meals (wine,
beer, water and snacks included).



Double occupancy hotel room each night



Informational program and daily route map with distances and
elevation



Pilgrim's credential

TRANSPORTATION
We use a support vehicle that transports your luggage and keeps it
secure all day so it is not in the hands of third parties. That bus also
allows us to bypass those parts of the Camino that require you to walk
for hours to get into or outside of a major city or walk along the highway
for long period of time.
The support bus meets us at least 2 times a day, geography permitting.
It carries snacks and water and also allows you to take off and put on
clothes as the day warms or cools If we do not sleep in a town on the
path, the bus takes us to the starting point of the day's walk and picks us
up again at the end point. This allows for maximum flexibility on where
we stay, not limiting us to accommodations that are actually on the Path.
We normally spend about 15 to 20 minutes each way on the bus. It also
allows us to spend at least 2 nights in a row in a few places, which is a

huge relief from packing and unpacking every day to move to the next
stop!

GASTRONOMY AND ENOLOGY
The trip, which combines the best of the gastronomy, wine, most meals,
wine, beer and soft drinks, is all inclusive. Our participants tell us that we
do not adequately convey the amazing quality of the food on our
website. I agree, but it is hard to describe it until you have experienced
it. Especially when you walk in the spring or fall, as you are planning, the
fresh vegetables that you pass on your route are usually the ones that
you will be eating that evening and the food is really extraordinary.
Similarly, we are able to taste wines from small wineries producing
fabulous wines that no one has heard of outside Spain.

¡BUEN CAMINO!

